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Overview
• Extended Common Marking Scheme 


• Assessing learning outcomes efficiently 


• Quantity of assessment 


• Quality of feedback 


• Communication with your students (and other course markers?) 


• Adapting assessment to both ECMS and SCQF levels 



Assessment & Feedback
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Percentage of Time for Assessment
What it should be according to SCQF

• 20 credit point course → 200 notional hours


• 20% (40 hours) for programme level activities: 160 hours left in reality


• 20% (40 hours) for assessment 

• 60% (120 hours) for learning activities


• Contact time


• Directed study


• Independent study including assessment preparation



Assessment Equivalence Tariff 
from Ulster University

Do we need to introduce 
such a tariff?



Review of our Approach to Assessment
Fact finding mission

• Students are regularly complaining about the volume of assessment


• Students report (credibly) much more hours spent on assessment


• Each students has to submit around 50 pieces of assessment per year


• We rank at the bottom of the NSS (literally!) for “Feedback & Assessment”


• We find it hard to decluster coursework deadlines (no more free dates)


• Teaching staff are struggling to turn around marking


• We are struggling to find enough teaching support staff for marking



How effective is our 
assessment?



Reminder
Descriptor for a mark in the “A” range

“Outstanding in some respects, the work is often beyond what is expected of 
a competent student at their level of study. 


Demonstrates that the student is actively extending their knowledge and 
capacity well beyond required materials and making new connections 
independently: for example, by showing a strong grasp of a range of related 
materials that are optional or not directly provided, or by demonstrating 
unusual creativity, depth of analysis, or synthesis with other areas of study.”



In the news: 2016/17



Feedback
What we’re up against

• Students don’t always recognise feedback 

• Students often expect feedback of proportional volume to the volume of assessment


• A few bullet points on a large piece of assessment will be perceived as disappointing, 
irrespective of the quality of the feedback


• Students are often expecting personalised feedback 

• Students often don’t distinguish between between return of marks and feedback


• Students expect their feedback to show them “how to achieve 100%”


• Expect sample solutions, even for exams


• Difficult in the light of the 70-100% range of the ECMS



Feedback & Assessment
Where We Have To Improve

• Rethink volume and quality of assessment


• What would you do if you had 30mins per student to decide on their final 
course grade? What would be your strategy?


• Design feedback into the course, rather than bolt it on


• Quality feedback designed to improve learning 

• Make students recognise feedback whenever it is delivered


• Silly badge? 



Extended Common  
Marking Scheme



Overview
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Range Descriptors

https://web.inf.ed.ac.uk/infweb/student-services/ito/students/common-marking-scheme



The “Bonus” Range

“I got a mark of 70%. Where did I loose marks?”



The “Bonus” Range

“I got a mark of 70%. Where did I loose marks?”

70% is the new 100%!
You got full marks, you just didn’t earn any bonus marks.



The “Bonus” Range

“I got a mark of 70%. What do I need to do 
in order to get a mark of 100%?”

Surprise me!
If I told you what to do, it wouldn’t be worth a bonus.



From Learning Outcomes to Assessment



From Learning Outcomes to Assessment



Questions?


